
Chapter 25
The History of Life on Earth



Macroevolution
● Macroevolution - broad pattern of evolution. 
● Examples:

○ Emergence of terrestrial vertebrates through speciation
○ Impact of mass extinctions on diversity of life
○ Origin of key adaptations such as flight in birds



Conditions on Early Earth & Origin of Life
● Origin of life is very speculative - no fossil evidence for this time
● Direct evidence of early life on Earth comes from chemistry, 

geology, and physics
● Four steps in hypothesis of emerging life
1. Abiotic synthesis of small organic molecules (amino acids, 

nitrogenous bases) 
2. Joining of monomers to macromolecules (proteins, nucleic acids)
3. Packaging of these polymers into protocells (droplets with 

membranes that maintain different internal chemistry from external 
environment) 

4. Origin of self-replicating molecules that eventually made inheritance 
possible



Conditions on Early Earth & Origin of Life
● Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago (bya) from nebular cloud 

surrounding young sun
● For first few hundred million years, life could not have survived 

due to harsh conditions
● Scientists hypothesize that key to origin of life was early RNA 

(ribozymes which were enzyme-like substances with 
catalyzing functions) - called the ‘RNA world’ hypothesis
○ These early RNA sections could replicate and were subject 

to natural selection forces (survive/replicate at greater rate) 



Fossil Record
● Fossil record is very valuable but many ‘holes’ exist; fossil 

formation is difficult, fossils become destroyed; some undiscovered
○ Radiometric dating - based on known decay of radioactive 

isotopes in rock (carbon-12, carbon-14)
○ Half life - time it takes for 50% of isotope to decay 

● Evidence for earliest organisms were unicellular prokaryotes 
(originated 3.5 bya)

● Atmospheric oxygen accumulation was a biological process; 
during water-splitting step of photosynthesis in ancient bacteria

● Remember the endosymbiont theory? Read about it again!! It 
begins the origin of the eukaryote! 



The Origins of Multicellularity 
● Just like an orchestra can play a wider variety of music than one 

musician, the appearance of structurally complex eukaryotic cells 
sparked the evolution of greater morphological diversity than with 
simpler prokaryotes

● Common ancestor of multicellular eukaryotes lived 1.5 bya. Larger 
and more diverse eukaryotes did not appear in fossil record until 
575 mya

● Land colonization of complex plants and animals occurred about 
500 mya   



Mass Extinctions 
● Fossil record shows that huge majority of species that ever lived are extinct now!
● Species can become extinct for many reasons (habitat decimation, rise or fall in ocean 

temps, ecosystem imbalances, etc.)
● Fossil record clearly revealed the ‘Big Five’ mass extinctions over past 500 million 

years (interesting fact: in each mass extinction, 50% or more of all marine species 
became extinct)

● Mass extinctions due to many factors
○ Volcanism produced carbon dioxide and increased global temps; a reduced temp 

difference between poles and equator slowed mixing of ocean waters resulting in 
drop in oxygen levels

○ Asteroid or comet hitting earth; thick cloud of dust/debris (Cretaceous extinction 
(65.5 mya) dinosaur extinction along with many terrestrial plants and animals) 

● Sixth mass extinction? Due to human actions (habitat destruction, modification to 
global environment, etc.) 



Consequences of Mass Extinctions 
● Other than loss of species, can result in loss of entire evolutionary linage
● Can also alter ecological communities by changing types of organisms 

found there
○ Example - During two of the mass extinctions, the % of marine 

organism that were predators increased substantially; altered the 
pressures put on other organisms (prey and other competing 
predators)  



Adaptive Radiation 
● Adaptive radiation - periods of evolutionary change in which groups of 

organisms form many new species whose adaptations allow them to fill 
different ecological roles, or niches
○ Example - with extinction of dinosaurs, land mammals could diversify 

by filling in now empty roles and niches



Major Changes in Body Form Results from Gene Changes
● Homeotic genes - master regulatory genes that play role in determining 

such major features like limb and wing placement
○ Change in these can have profound affect on species morphology

■ Example - Hox genes provide positional information in animal 
embryos; can modify swimming appendages to feeding 
appendages

● Changes in genes and in gene regulation can result in morphological 
changes  


